New Year calls for new resolutions!
Posted on January 18, 2017
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With the advent of Twenty Seventeen, we at WhoisXmlApi are looking forward to further
expanding our horizons in the domain industry. Last year we took some significant steps growing
in the domain data space. Instead of just being a provider for various types of Whois Data, we
ventured into providing solutions, so we can partner with our customers in simplifying their domain
research.
In 2016, our first leap away from only dealing with domain Whois data started with the introduction
of Website Classification Database which essentially categorizes and provides a database of over
100 million websites.
Besides that we also introduced Custom Reports wherein customers can get personalized reports,
based on their business needs, on TLDs covering datasets falling under domain name, Whois and
DNS category.
This was followed by accentuating our expertise in the domain Whois data area and creating
Internet Retailer Database and All Registered Domains Database for our customers.
But our biggest endeavor is in creating holistic solutions for various industries that use Whois
products and services. Over the past decade, slowly and steadily we have caught the pulse of
what kind of data different industries need and basis that we have created customized solutions for
the same. This year we intend to focus more on providing unified domain Whois data solution
packages which can enhance efficiency & help conduct deep domain research with industryspecific solutions for our customers.
The various industry specific customized solutions packages we are offering at present are as
follows:

Cyber Security Data Solutions
For cyber security professionals, domain Whois data is among the most important pieces of
information required in their work. Understanding the significance of this, we have developed a
comprehensive Data Solution package which offers a maximum amount of real-time and historic
data coverage, with tools for fast, thorough, and insightful research.
The products & services covered in the package are:
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Whois Database Download Yearly Subscription Plan
Historic Whois Record Dump
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
Unlimited Reverse Whois API
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/cybersecurity-datasolution.php

Domainer/ Domain Investor Solutions
If you buy, sell, negotiate prices on, or evaluate domain names, you need accurate and timely
information. Our data solution package provides daily updates on newly registered and recently
expired domains, along with domain research tools for checking domain name availability or
tracking domain owners and/ or identifying various investment opportunities.
The products & services covered in the package are:
Newly Registered and Recently Expired Domains Data Feeds
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
2 million Domain Availability API Web service queries per month
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/domainer-solution.php

Brand Protection Solutions
Brand managers need to proactively protect their intellectual property and check potential
trademark infringements to help reduce and eliminate domain name similarities, duplicates, or
copycats. Our data solution package helps provide that tool for them; from monitoring & getting
timely alerts related to your brand as well as your competition to unrestricted domain registrant
research, we have your back covered for it all.
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The products & services covered in the package are:
Brand Alert API
Registrant Alert API
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
Unlimited Reverse Whois API
Whois Database Downloads Yearly Subscription Plan
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/brandprotectionsolution.php

Marketing Research Solutions
Marketers and Researchers are now increasingly turning towards domain data for research
purpose whether it is to identify new business & partnership opportunities or to find potential
buyers. Keeping their needs in mind our solution package provides them exactly the data they
need; from categorizing websites to providing registrant details, both historic & real-time.
The products & services covered in the package are:
Whois Database Downloads Yearly Subscription Plan
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/marketingresearchsolution.php

Registrar Solutions
Registrar’s data solution provides a complete back-end support with regards to Whois & other
domain management services for Registrar’s. We help set up and manage public Whois service inhouse for them. Also, we offer the option of providing a solution package covering real-time and
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historic domain Whois data along with domain availability checks so they can concentrate on their
business and outsource the entire domain Whois data service from us.
The products & services covered in the package are:
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
2 million Domain Availability API Web service queries per month
Whois Database Downloads Yearly Subscription Plan
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/registrar-solution.php

Law Enforcement Solutions
Law enforcement and government agencies often use domain Whois data to verify and check on
domain names or IP addresses. With our unbounded searches you can get all the registrant
information for your background research.
The products & services covered in the package are:
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
Unlimited Reverse Whois API
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/lawenforcementsolution.php

Fraud Detection Solutions
Payment processors and banks can safeguard themselves against Transaction Fraud with the
help of accurate and comprehensive data. Understanding the importance of this, we have
developed a comprehensive Data Solution package which offers a maximum amount of real-time
and historic data coverage, with tools for fast, thorough, and insightful research.
The products & services covered in the package are:
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Whois Database Download Yearly Subscription Plan
Historic Whois Record Dump
2 million Whois API Web service queries per month
Unlimited Reverse Whois API
For more details, please click on the link: https://www.whoisxmlapi.com/frauddetection-solution.php
We intend to keep this momentum and ensure that our customers can fall back on us for
everything related to Domain data. So now no more spending time in figuring which type and how
much of data is required for your domain research. With WhoisXmlApi Data Solution packages you
can minimize your data search effort and get timely insights with the best and most accurate data!
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